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Abstract

Introduction

Under certain regimes of heteroepitaxial layer
growth, misfit stresses can lead to very significant
distortions in interface morphology, which can influence
strain relief and subsequent misfit dislocation introduction. These phenomena have been clearly demonstrated
in the case of SiGe/Si heteroepitaxy and the way in
which surface SiGe growth ripples are accompanied by
strain waves has been established. The ripples provide
partial elastic relief of the layer misfit stress in a manner
which has been correlated with theoretical expectations.
The local stress variations ultimately may influence the
formation and disposition of misfit dislocations in the
strained layer structures. The present paper reviews primarily our understanding of these growth characteristics.
It also outlines current in situ synchrotron growth studies
which exploit real-time X-ray topography and diffraction
to probe heteroepitaxial strain-relief processes.

Many advanced electronic devices rely upon the
preparation of heteroepitaxial multilayer structures and,
in general, accurate interface planarity and freedom
from defects are critical requirements. Therefore, control of layer growth processes is a critical factor. One
heteroepitaxial combination of particular current interest
is Si 1_xGexalloy grown on Si and there have been many
in-depth studies of initial growth phenomena, including
nucleation and growth island formation (Cullis and
Booker, 197i; Halberg and Nevin, 1982; Eaglesham and
Cerullo, 1990; LeGoues et al., 1990; Kuan and Iyer,
1991). Furthermore, it is most important to obtain an
understanding of all processes which determine the evolution of topography and strain relaxation for thicker,
continuous layers.
In particular, when Si 1_xGex/Si
growth is performed at relatively low temperatures and
with low Ge x-values, strained epitaxial layers of good
planarity can be produced. However, under regimes of
growth employing higher temperatures or higher Ge
x-values, the alloy layers can exhibit undulations (ripples) of significant amplitude, the formation of which is
driven by energy minimisation through elastic strain relief (Cullis et al., 1991; Robbins et al., 1991; Cullis et
al., 1992; Pidduck et al., 1992). The surface ripples
so-formed are accompanied by surface strain waves of
large amplitude (Cullis et al., 1994) and their occurrence
is in accordance with theoretical considerations of morphological stability (Srolovitz, 1989; Pidduck et al.,
1992). The present paper will review our understanding
of the associated Si 1_xGexlayer growth characteristics.
The way in which misfit dislocations are introduced
into strained epitaxial layers has been investigated for
many years. Although it is not the purpose of the present article to cover the extensive work in this area, the
specific interactions of misfit dislocations with overlying
surface ripple arrays are noted. Special emphasis is
placed upon recently initiated experiments to determine
misfit dislocation characteristics by unique in situ synchrotron observations using real-time X-ray topography
and diffraction actually during epitaxial layer growth.

Key Words: Misfit dislocation, transmission electron
microscopy, stress/strain, heteroepitaxy, Si-Ge alloy
films, synchrotron radiation, morphological stability,
surface ripples.
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Figure 1. AFM image and sectional line trace from an
uncapped alloy layer surface showing < 100 > -aligned
ripple structure. (After Cullis et al., 1992).

SiGe Morphology Studies
When thin, strained Si 1_xGexalloy layers are grown
on (001) Si substrates, it is found that topographical undulations are formed upon layer surfaces under specific
conditions. For layer x values up to at least ~ 0.2 and
growth at 610°C, the alloy growth surface is found to
remain essentially flat, except for the occurrence of occasional, irregular, very shallow island features. However, for an increased growth temperature of 750°C and
x ~ 0.2 (or greater), regular series of surface ripples
are observed to be formed (Cullis et al., 1992). This is
illustrated for a layer grown by low pressure chemical
vapour deposition (Robbins and Young, 1987) in Figure
1, which shows an atomic force microscope (AFM) image of the arrays of ripples which are produced under
such conditions. The ripples are generally linear and lie
along orthogonal [100] and [010] directions in local,
internally aligned small domains which join together to
958

form an interlocking array.
A large amount of information about such ripples
can be obtained from transmission electron microscope
(TEM) images. A plan-view, quasi-kinematical transmission electron micrograph of a rippled region is presented in Figure 2a. The same area, imaged in 220 and
220 Bragg reflections {with deviation parameter (s) positive}, is shown in Figures 2b and 2c: it is evident that
all ripples give strong dark/bright contrast, which inverts
across each central ridge. The local contrast is dependent upon the direction of the surface slope in relation' to
the direction of the Bragg reflection g-vector. Indeed,
when a reflection g-vector is normal to one set of ripple
rows (as for the 400 reflection, in Figure 2d), the latter
shows very strong dark/bright contrast, whilst the other
set of ripples is essentially out of contrast. For the
orthogonal 040 reflection (as in Figure 2e), the ripple
domain visibility/invisibility is reversed.
It is immediately clear that near-surface strain variations occur in a direction normal to each ripple row.
The associated lattice plane distortions are illustrated in
Figure 3, which shows a cross-sectional diagram of the
ripple with grooved troughs and rounded peaks. Strain
fluctuations are illustrated such that there is a lattice
dilatation at the peaks and a lattice contraction at the
troughs: it is straightforward to demonstrate that this is
in accord with TEM observations (Cullis et al., 1992).
The detailed contrast variations across a set of ripples
(Fig. 4a) is presented for several conditions of 040 reflection excitation in Figures 4b, 4c and 4d. With reference to Figure 3, which shows an electron beam incident
upon the structure oriented to provide a strong Bragg
reflection (g) from the undistorted lattice planes, anticlockwise rotation (s > 0) will decrease the strength of
this reflection. However, in ripple slope regions of type
Z, the near-surface planes are deflected back towards the
vertical so that the Bragg scattered intensity increases
and there is a corresponding local decrease in intensity
(dark contrast) in a bright-field image. Conversely, in
regions of type Y, the near-surface planes are rotated
further away from the vertical so that there is a (small)
decrease in Bragg scattered intensity and a corresponding (small) increase in intensity (bright contrast) in a
bright-field image. This situation is in precise accord
with the 040 bright-field image shown in Figure 4b and
the contrast exhibited by ripple faces Y,Z (and W,X).
Furthermore, it is theoretically expected that the sign of
the contrast should reverse when either the direction of
the g-vector or the sign of s is reversed, again as observed experimentally (Figs. 4c and 4d). The arguments
employed here are analogous to those used for the prediction of the position of a dislocation image in relation
to the core position under corresponding diffraction
conditions (Hirsch er al., 1971).

Strained heteroepitaxial layers

Figure 2. Plan-view TEM images (bright-field) of the
same area of SiGe/Si sample, showing variation of ripple contrast with change in Bragg reflecting conditions:
(a) quasikinematical image, (b) strong-beam, g = 220,
s > 0, (c) strong-beam, g = 220, s > 0, (d) strongbeam, g = 400, s > 0 and (e) strong-beam, g = 040,
s > 0. (After Cullis et al., 1992).

be related to the maximum lattice relaxation by an analysis which treats each set of < 100 > ripples in terms of
a generalised periodic plane stress, employing an Airy
stress function analysis (Andreussi and Gurtin, 1977).
This shows (Cullis et al., 1994) that, to a level of close
approximation, the maximum value of the periodic stress
can be expressed as:

The lattice relaxation (expansion) which actually
occurs in the ripple peaks normal to the ripple rows can
be experimentally determined (Cullis et al., 1994) by
measurements upon dark-field TEM images recorded
with known specimen tilts. It has been found that the
maximum rotation angles exhibited by the vertical lattice
planes for an x = 0.2 alloy is at least - 0.6°. This can
959
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Figure 3. Cross-sectional
diagram shows electron
diffraction in a SiGe/Si
layer structure with lattice
plane distortions produced
by a surface ripple array.
The
Bragg reflection
excited by the incident
electron beam has the
g-vector indicated (sample
rotation is exaggerated for
clarity): the sign of the
deviation parameter(s) is
dependent on additional
sample
rotation
(also
shown). (After Cullis et
al., 1992).

electron
beam

i

l(Sxx)maxl ~ l2wBI

=

Figure 4 (on the facing page 961, top). Plan-view
TEM images (bright-field) of same area of SiGe/Si sample presented in Figure 1 but at higher magnification,
with selected ripples marked WX and YZ: (a) quasikinematical image, (b) strong-beam, g = 040, s > 0,
(c) strong-beam, g = 040, s > 0 and (d) strong-beam
g = 040, s < 0. (After Cullis et al., 1992).

{4µ I (3-i'~)} tan0.6° (1)

where w is the spatial frequency of the ripple, B is a
scale parameter, µ is the shear modulus and -; = {v I
(l + v)} is the effective Poisson ratio for the plane stress
problem. For comparison, the uniform biaxial stress
characteristic of the planar alloy is

(2)
formation should not be restricted to SiGe/Si and that it
should be a general observation for other heteroepitaxial
combinations. This is in accord with a related growth
roughening transition observed (Cullis et al., 1995) for
higher x-values in the lnxGa 1_xAs/GaAs system, which
also correlates well with the increase in surface lattice
constant measured (Berger et al., 1988) for the latter
material before the onset of misfit dislocation introduction.
The characteristics of the ripple troughs are particularly interesting.
The ripple slopes are usually
facetted and, as shown diagrammatically in Figure 3,
this leads to the formation of pointed, groove-like
troughs. This tendency can be exaggerated in some
sample areas where quite steeply inclined facet planes
are formed: Figures 5a and Sb show two examples of
deep troughs at Y with bounding planes of the types
{203} (labelled 1) and {105} (labelled 2), the latter
being the facet planes previously seen (Mo et al., 1990)
on Ge "hut" cluster structures. The relatively small
radius of curvature at the bottom of facetted deep ripple
troughs implies, through an increased effective w value
in eq. 1, that local compressive stresses can be very

where E0 z -8 x 10-3 for the mismatch strain of the
Si0 _8Ge0 _2 /Si system. Evaluating (Sxx)maxand a0 from
eqs. 1 and 2 demonstrates that the maximum strength of
the periodic stress in the layer approaches the basic
mismatch stress (Cullis et al., 1994). Thus, at the ripple peaks, the mismatch strain is largely relaxed in the
direction of the periodic field. Furthermore, it is expected that there is a complementary lattice compression
more locally constrained in the immediate vicinity of
ripple troughs (see below).
The general effects of such a strain wave in nearsurface lattice planes have been analysed (Srolovitz,
1989; Pidduck et al., 1992) and it is clear that, overall,
there will be partial elastic strain relief and a reduction
in free energy of the epitaxial system. Such ripple
formation is favoured under conditions of high general
layer strain (high alloy x-values) and at high deposition
temperatures (yielding sufficiently fast surface diffusion). However, the ripple growth process is opposed
by the increase in surface energy resulting from the increasing density of surface steps. It is expected that the
phenomenon of thermodynamically-driven surface ripple
960
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Figure 5. Cross-sectional TEM images,
along the [100] direction, of two different
regions of a SiGe alloy
layer showing commonly observed ripple
troughs (X) and occasionally
occurring
deeper structures (Y).
Facet planes of (203)type and ( 105)-type are
marked 1 and 2, respectively.
Overlapping material can be
seen behind the deeper
troughs, since these are
relatively short and do
not penetrate completely through the crosssectional
specimens.
(After Cullis et al.,
1994).
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Figure 6. (a) Z-contrast, [110) STEM cross-sectional

large and up to at least 3-5 times the basic misfit stress
(Cullis et al., 1994). Under the most extreme conditions, there will be a substantial lowering of the kinetic
barrier restraining misfit dislocation half-loop nucleation
(Freund et al., 1989), so that such structures may act as

image of a Si0 _5Ge0 _5 MBE layer with 0.25 run Ge marker layers showing cusp development. Profile simulations in (b) correspond to cusp formation in (a) between
vertical ordinates Y 1 and Y2 . (After Jesson et al., 1993).
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Figure 8. Plan-view TEM images (g = 220, strongbeam, bright-field) showing surface ripples on a
Si0 _75Ge 0 _25 epitaxial layer with underlying interfacial
misfit dislocation array: ripples are aligned along direction of arrowed dislocation at A, Band C. (After Cullis
et al., 1994)

Figure 7.
AFM image of rippled and dislocated
Si0 _75Ge 0 _25 layer on Si, showing the effect of dislocations in forming orthogonal linear trenches along
< 110 > -type directions. (After Cullis et al., 1994)
misfit dislocation sources. The way in which cusp-like
troughs may form in the heteroepitaxial growth surface
as the result of growth instability has been described by
Jesson et al. (1993). A comparison of cusp profiles
computed by the latter workers and our experimental observations is given in Figure 6, and it is clear that there
is a good correlation between these. Most recently, it
has been demonstrated (Cullis et al., 1995) that misfit
dislocation nucleation in the InGaAs/GaAs system takes
place preferentially within ripple troughs and is well correlated with the excess stress present at these locations.
Once formed, interfacial misfit dislocations interact
with remaining surface ripples since their respective
strain fields are coupled. Linear trenches across the ripple arrays can be formed (Pidduck et al., 1992; Cullis
et al., 1994), as illustrated for the SiGe/Si system in the
AFM image of Figure 7. In many cases, underlying
dislocations cause a realignment of ripples to occur
along < 110 > -type directions. An example of such ripple realignment can be seen in Figure 8 at A, B and C
along the arrowed dislocation. However, most misfit
dislocations do not show such a well-defined effect. It
is likely that the time-constant for surface ripple pattern
modification is quite significant, so that only single dislocations and, especially, bunches of dislocations which
have been present for the longest times and are pinned

most strongly will yield coherent changes in the ripple
pattern.

In Situ Synchrotron X-Ray Studies
A range of post growth analytical techniques has
been used to investigate the dislocation-mediated relaxation of strained layer structures. The range has included
such non-imaging techniques as double crystal X-ray diffractometry, low temperature photoluminescence, Rutherford backscattering spectrometry, Hall measurements
and Raman spectroscopy. However, on the one hand,
major discrepancies in derived critical thickness values
exist, relating primarily to the markedly different strain
relaxation sensitivities of the various assessment techniques (Fritz, 1987). Furthermore, none of these techniques provides direct structural information regarding
the initial dislocation generation processes or the subsequent dislocation motion and interaction phenomena.
Therefore, post growth dislocation imaging techniques
such as TEM studies (as employed, e.g., in previous
section), photoluminescence microscopy (PLM) (van der
Wei et al., 1992) and X-ray topography (XRT) are
becoming increasingly important. However, PLM still
963
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Figure 9. Diagram of MBE system for in situ synchrotron X-ray observations. (After Whitehouse et al., 1992)
fails to provide Burgers vector information required to
fully characterise relaxation processes and not all misfit
dislocations give dark line images (Fitzgerald et al.,
1988). In contrast, TEM clearly provides the required
detailed dislocation physics information. For example,
much work has been directed towards identification of
heterogeneous dislocation sources in SiGe/Si structures
(Eaglesham et al., 1989; Perovic et al., 1989) and even
in situ observations of misfit dislocation propagation
have been carried out (Hull et al., 1988). Furthermore,
studies of the type presented in section 2 also provide
important insight into dislocation interactions. Nevertheless, only the more advanced stages of relaxation with
relatively high dislocation densities ( ~ 103 or 105 cm-2
for plan-view and cross-section TEM work, respectively)
are straightforwardly amenable to study and it is difficult
to probe specific dislocation generation mechanisms
which initiated relaxation.
It is surprising that, despite early reports of the use
of XRT in strain relaxation studies (Petroff and Sauvage,
1978; Pet~off et al., 1980), the technique has only occa-

sionally been used in more recent investigations
(e.g., Green et al., 1990). Unlike other techniques,
XRT allows direct observation and characterisation of
the very first dislocations which initiate strain relaxation,
and can also be performed non-destructively on technologically-relevant, full-size, unthinned substrate wafers.
In addition, the technique allows direct correlation of
specific dislocation events with the structural properties
of the underlying substrate, and the incident X-ray beam
also enables vitally important complementary selectedarea diffraction data to be generated about the local composition and thickness of the epitaxial layer under investigation.
1n order to exploit these analytical advantages, a
new molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) growth apparatus
has been constructed which permits direct, real-time, in
situ XRT and diffraction studies of growing films to be
carried out using a synchrotron X-ray beam (Whitehouse
et al., 1992). A diagram of the UHY growth system is
shown in Figure 9 where the disposition of the Knudsen
sources and the heated substrate is evident. The chamber
964
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dislocation density, being Si doped and prepared by the
vertical-gradient freeze Bridgman technique. It has been
found (Whitehouse et al., 1993) that the initial evolution
of misfit relief can be observed in real-time and is due
to the bending into the substrate plane of individual
threading dislocations. This is evident from the curves
shown in Figure 10, where (for alloy with an x-value of
0.028) the variation of the linear misfit dislocation
density for an individual layer grown on a single GaAs
substrate is presented for each of the in-plane
< 011 > -type directions. The two data sets represented
by closed and open symbols are taken from different
areas of the wafer, one close to a group of threading
dislocations (closed symbols), the other remote from the
threading dislocations.
For each of the < 011 >
directions, following the initial relaxation phase, the
height of the plateau region is determined by the local
density of threading dislocations with the appropriate
Burgers vectors.
As the epitaxial layer thickness
increases to approximately twice that at which misfit
dislocations were first observed, there is negligible
increase in misfit dislocation density as those already
present elongate in the interfacial plane. Above this
thickness, at approximately 240 nm, there is a second
dramatic increase in misfit dislocation density, which is
approximately equal in the two < 011 > directions.
This second relaxation stage is an observation unique to
these in situ studies and is believed to represent the
activation of a second type of misfit dislocation (possibly
half-loop) source. These new sources are currently
under further investigation.
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Figure 10. Graph of misfit dislocation density versus
epitaxial layer thickness for [011] and [011] directions
at two different wafer locations. (After Whitehouse et
al., 1993)
is fully equipped with usual MBE growth instrumentation, including independent cell shutters, beammonitoring ion gauge, residual gas analyser and in situ
RHEED facilities. The internal surfaces of the chamber
are shrouded by extensive liquid-nitrogen cooled
cryopanels and vibration-free vacuum pumping is
provided by a combination of sorption, ion and Tisublimation pumps. Semiconductor substrates are loaded
onto the substrate heater assembly via an independentlypumped load-lock chamber.
The X-ray beam is
provided at station 9.4 of the UK SERC Daresbury
synchrotron and has a wavelength of 0 .148 nm, derived
from a purpose-designed water-cooled double 333reflection channel-cut Si monochromator. The beam
enters the apparatus in a direction normal to the plane of
the diagram through one portion of a curved Be window.
After it is diffraction-scattered in reflection geometry at
low incidence angle from the downward-facing
film/substrate combination, it leaves the chamber
through another portion of the Be window. Topographs
are at present recorded during short periods of growth
interrupt with the sample at the growth temperature:
using nuclear emulsion plates, typical exposure times for
422 reflection topographs are approximately 4 minutes
(synchrotron operating at 2 Ge V, 150 mA; wiggler
source at ST). It has been verified that the defect
structure of growing films does not change during these
interrupt periods. An on-line video camera imaging
system with high resolution and suitable sensitivity is
under development.
Initial work has been aimed at studies of misfit
dislocation formation between InxGa 1_xAs alloy films
and their GaAs substrates.
The latter are of low

Conclusions
The present paper has reviewed studies of the nature
of ripples which can form during growth of
heteroepitaxial Si 1_xGexlayers on Si. It is clear that the
formation of these undulations is favoured for alloy
growth at suitably high x-values and at high deposition
temperatures: it is driven thermodynamically by the
partial elastic strain relief provided by an accompanying
strain wave. The occurrence of occasional, especially
deep, groove-shaped ripple troughs leads to the local
concentration of compressive stresses which may become
large enough to allow such structures to exhibit misfit
dislocation source behaviour.
Work has also been described on a novel MEE
system which permits in situ X-ray topography and
diffraction studies of growing epitaxial films. Studies up
to the present time have emphasized the importance of
the bending over of threading dislocations in initial
heteroepitaxial misfit relief and have identified, for the
first time, a well-defined second stage of relief which
depends upon the operation of new dislocation sources
which are under investigation.
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pated practical limitations associated with the real-time
imaging of dislocation nucleation and propagation using
the on-line video camera imaging system?
Author: We have certainly been aware of the potentially weak X-ray topography contrast given by misfit
dislocations near to the free surface of an epitaxial layer.
The contrast has been theoretically modelled (Spirkl et
al., 1994) and compared with experimental observations.
The weak contrast has greatest impact as In concentration in the lnxGa 1_xAs layers increases, since the critical
thickness correspondingly decreases. Nevertheless, our
studies confirm that it is possible to use X-ray topographs recorded on photographic plates to monitor misfit
dislocation behaviour in alloy layers with In x-values
approaching at least 0.2. On-line video imaging is still
being developed since there is a trade-off between camera resolution and sensitivity. We presently have a separate program to construct a CCD-based imaging system
which will define a new state-of-the-art and will offer
adequate resolution with acceptable image accumulation
times.

J.-M. Baribeau: From the AFM line scan of Figure 1,
the surface ripples seem to have a well-defined spatial
frequency. Can that frequency be predicted theoretically
and can it be controlled during growth? Can the surface
ripple be modified by the substrate surface morphology
(e.g., steps on a vicinal surface)?
Author: Quite complex arguments are required to theoretically predict the absolute value of surface ripple
wavelength, by determination of the wavenumber of the
fastest-growing surface disturbance (Srolovitz, 1989;
Spencer et al., 1993). However, ripple wavelength
depends upon growth parameters, such as alloy
composition, in a manner which can be directly
demonstrated (Pidduck et al., 1992) and, thus, the ripple
can be controlled during growth. The effect of substrate
surface morphology upon the nature of the ripple
remains to be determined.

Discussion with Reviewers
D.E. Jesson: The TEM imaging work would appear to
confirm the general characteristics of the strain field associated with surface undulations as expected from theory. My question relates to the degree to which theory
and experiment can be compared quantitatively. The
0.6° maximum rotation angle implies that the mismatch
stress is relieved 60 %. From linear perturbation theory
(and beyond), one would expect closer to 100 % strain
relief at the surface peaks for the undulations in
question. Does the author consider that the maximum
measured strain relief is limited by the surface sensitivity
of the diffraction experiment and so underestimates the
true relaxation at the surface?
Author: The dark-field contrast measurement will
certainly tend to underestimate the surface relaxation at
the ripple peaks, because the contrast disappears at a
specimen tilt corresponding to the maximum lattice plane
rotation. Indeed, we make this clear in the work by
Cullis et al. (1994) by indicating that the maximum
plane rotations are at least 0.6 °. A small underestimate
is of little consequence in the present context since we
wish to demonstrate only that the relaxation approaches
completeness in the direction of the periodic stress field.
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D. E. Jesson: The XRT technique combined with diffraction can clearly provide important information concerning the relaxation of thin semiconductor films.
However, given the often weak topographical contrast of
dislocations, could the author comment on the antici967

